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ABSTRACT 

All five 3M screens of the TRIMAX series were evaluated . 

The physical parameters of absorption and the light 

conversion eff iciency have been measured by means of a !'Jal 

spectrometer and the SPC technique . This allovled to calculate 

the number of light photons emitted per incident X- ray having 

different energies (from 10 to 120 keV) , and therefor e the 

total efficiency curves ( "Absolut8 Speed Curve " ASC) . The 

phenomenon of ionization energy loss due to fluorescent X- rays 

production for incident X- rays having an energy above the 

K- edge of the Gd , was evaluated as well as the particular 

behaviour of the whose high thickness makes the 

phenomena of internal light and fluorescent X- ray absorption 

important 

« 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to report e xperimental 

measures aimed at defining the efficiency of light conversion 

of Gd
2
0

2
S intensifying screens (IS) as used by diagnostic 

radiology (1). Commercially available TRHIAX IS by 3M were 

here tes ted. 

In this paper, efficiency of light conversion means the 

average number of light photons emitted by each X-ray absorbed. 

Conversion efficiency may be obtained starting from the 

amount of energy taken by the screen from the X-ray absorbed 

in the bulk of the phosphor . This data may easily be found from 

total and absorption cross section values, as widely reported 

in the literature (2,3,4). 

This theoretical approach to the problem does not supply 

the effective number of light photons emitted by each absorbed 

X- ray , but only an overall description of the phenomenon ; in 

addition it does not take into account some peculiar aspects 

of the phenomenon such as the self-absorption of light by 

screens and the escape of photoelectrons from the screen itself. 
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CHAPTER 

LIGHT EMISSION PROCESSES . 

The emission of light from an intensifying screen as 

consequence of absorption of X-rays is the result o~ a number 

of physical processes I{hich have been tl)roughly c1escribed by 

several authors . 

The whole process may be described as 4 interconnected 

stages. 

The first stage is the interaction of the X-ray ''lith the 

material conslituting the screen . Our interest is limited to 

the range of energies 10 to 100 keV which is the range commonly 

used in diagnostic radiology_ The main kind of the above 

mentioned interactions in this range is the photo~lectric 

effect . Since the photoelectric cross-section is in ratio to 
4 

Z \..,.e can safely consider the effect limited to the atoms of Gd . 

The energv of the emitted photoelectrons is T = h V- 8 where - e 
B is the binding energy of the electrons involved , which are 

e 
usually K or L . 

The 52cond stage involves the atom returning to its ground 

state by a series of processes which have as result the emission 

of fluorescent X- rays anJ Auger electrone. 
r 

According to (2) , we can assume that all XL and the 

following X
M 

are immediately reabsorbed ; only X
KCt 

and X
KB

, 

in view of their energy, escape from the site of primary 

interactio n and , as a result , energy is lost in the process . 

The third stage is the ionization caused by the photo

electrons , the Auger electrons and the fluorescent X-ray 

reabsorption. 

At this point we have a loss of eneroy due to the hinh 

probabi1i ty that the most energe tic electrons , in their motion, 
2 

escape from the screen ; the thinnest screen/in fact /is 21 , 5 mg/cm 

c 
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thick and this value i s comparable to the range of electrons in 

the material of the screen itself (100 keV electron has a range 

of about 15 mg/cm
2

) . This escape is another cause of loss of 

energy . 

The fourth and last stage involves the conversion of ionization 

energy into light in the luminescence centres of Tb dnd the 

following propagation of light from the emitting point out of 

the screen . 

This stage "as described by (5) "ho simulated the 

process on the computer by the Monte Carlo method and related 

the dependence of the emission o~ light to the size of the 

!3ased on the above we believe it relevant to ShO'd the diagrams 

describing X-ray interaction with Gd (Fig. 1) . 

The graph relates cross - section for photoelectric effect to 

cross-section of photoelectric effect with enerqy absorption. 

tlj'e do not ~eel it relevant to mention tile cross-section of 

Rayleigh since in the Rayleigh scattering we do not have energy 

transfer but only minor deviation of incident X- rays Hhich therefore 

do nut affect the beam, leaving it practically unchanged . 

The absorption cross-section differs only slightly from the 

total cross - section below the K-edge of Gd (50 , 2 KeV) but in the 

hypothesis reported by (2) it has practically the same value. 

This data are different from that reported by (2) , due to 

the different hypothesis used to describe the mechanism of 

fluorescent X- ray escape (3) . Fig . 2 sho"s the relationship 

between E and a A/a tot; the function a A/a tot x E gives the 

fraction of average energy left in the screen by an X- ray having 

energy E . Therefore in the hypothesis that the emission of light 

is proportional to the absorbed energy, the graph also represents 

the pattern of the curves of light emission from the screens in 

absence of other losses . 
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Above the K- edge , data from (if) takes into account the 

escape of fluorescent X- rays from the K- shell showing the great 

difference bet\veen a and 0 b .• total a sorpt1on 

Fig . 

10 ' 

10 ' 

o 50 100 150 

K.V 

1 - Total cross - section (0 ) and tota l c r oss - see tl oll 
tot 

with energy abso rption (oABS) fo r Gd e X9 r essed in 

barns/atom as a function of energy . 
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Fig . 2 - Effective energy absorption pe r interaccinq X-rays 

of ene rgy E , as function of X-photon eneray . 

CHAPTER 2 

EXPERHIENTAL PROCEDURE . 

The purpose of tIle measures carried out , was to obtain 

experimentally the average number of phoLons emitted by every 

X-ray absorbed by the screens , as a functio n of the incident 

X-ray energy. This is done by measuring the s,?ectrum of light 

pCllse height . 

For this purpose the single photon counting tec:1nic;ue 

vlaS used. A specimen of the screen being examined was stuck 

with optical grease onto a photo tube Ph i lips XP 2020 . The 

screen was then irradiated with fluorescent X- rays or y -rays 

fr om radiactive sources (table II and III). Since the decay 

of luminescence in the Gd
2

0
2

S (Tb) intensitying screens is 

about 500 \..isec: and this i s a very long time \.,then examined 

\.Jith the currently available electronic instruments for 

spectroscopy , \.Je used the follo· .... ing instrumentation (see fig . 3) : 
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Fig . 3 - Schematic draw of the ex~erimental arranqe~ent . 

signals from light pulses vJere delivered to a multichannel used 

as a mul tiscaler . The sing Ie p. l ectron pulses sup.!?lied by the 

anode of the phototube were timed and shaped by a constant 

fraction discriminator ORTEC with a threshold setting capable 

of discriminating the single electron signals from the noise . 

After shaping I pulses were sent to the r!lUltiscaler adjusted 

to a channel time of 90 ~sec and a stepping time of 100 ~sec . 

In this way every individual l ight pulse covers a range of about 

10 channels so that it i s possible to show subsequent pulses on 

the 1017 channels of the multichannel (equivalent to 101 , 7 Milli 

seconds) it is also possible to observe superimprosed pulses , 

the level of back-ground noise and the level of noise from the 

phototube . 

Back - ground noise was con~iderably limited by a care full 

lead shielding . To check the single electon response (SEq) 

pulse ~ount loss due to threshold setting in the disciminator , 

SER spectrum was measured in coirlcidence with single photon 

pulses emitted by a LED; the ratio betvleen spectrum ohtained 

at low threshold and at oper ational condition was also evaluated 

and resulted to be 1,2. 
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Fig . 4 shows a typical display of t he mu ltisca l er . The plot 

of light pulses obtained was then integrated , recorded and 

reported on a histogram with the number of e l ectrons counted 
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Fig . 4 - Typical data display on the fTlultiscaV'r screen (the 

total sequence of 1017 channels is here divided In 

three parts reported from top to bottom . 

On the X- axis every channel corrisponds to 100 ,lsec 

and is related to counts of sinnle phutoeh"ctrons in 

the live - time of eve r y channel (90 usee) on the 

y- axis . See text. 

Every peak corLisponds to an X-ray absorbed by the 

screen 

every pulses versus the frequency of counts found ; from this 

we obthined the typical spectrum of pulse height which is 

commo nly seen in spectroscopy_ 
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To find out the number of light photons emitted every 

individual -Flash , ..i..t i:: necessary to know the conversion 

efficiency of photons into photoelectrons . 

This efficiency is a function of the wavelenght of the light 

emitted by the IS and of the Lype of photocathode in the phototliVe. 

r1oreover this efficiency depends upon the par ameters of 

the individual phot0tube and val"ies among tubes of t~e same 

type; it: is therefore necessary to 8' "aluate it ::or each phototube 

being used in the measures. 

A Broca prism spectrophotometer was used to develope this 

d&ta with a specimen of the IS on the entrance slit . The screen 
2"1 

was excited by radioactive source: of Am - with an output of 

intensity sufficient to discriminate the back - ground . At the 

output slit the previously used photo t ube XP 2020 Via s collimated . 

The equipment was set by the use of a sodium lamp so as to 

obtain also the definition as function of the width of the 

entrance slit . 

Due to the fac t that the emission spectrum of the Tb 

activated IS is a spectrum "'/i th very fine lines clustered in 

6 main groups (6) the resolution of the system was varied to 

integrate the emission of the finest lines to achieve a 

maximum steady level of counts in corrispondence with every 

group of peaks . 

The curves obtained by the above technique were corrected 

to account for the conversion efficiency related to the photo

cathode and normalized to the absolute value of efficiency at 

401 nm (22 , 5%) as supplied by the manufacturer. 

B~' a sununation we obtain the total efficiency o~ the phototube 

used in detecting the light from the screens. 

Low energy X-rays (10-30 keY) and those with energy immediately 

above the K-edge of Gd are strongly absorbed by the I S . Bv 

obse rving the distribution of points where interaction wi.th X-rays 

takes place cn a ~eccion of the screen cut in the dire ction 

of tile X-ray beam, it can be noted that a higher mass aDsorption 
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coefficient corresponds to a higher distribution of interacting 

points toward the side of the source (Fig. 5) . 

40 

dA/dx 

30 

20 

10 

o 

above Cd K - edge 

below Cd K- edge 

o 50 100 
mgr/-:m 2 

Fig . 5 - X-ray absorption in the c ross - section of the screens . 

T\vo curves are reported relative to energy s lightly 

above and belay; Gd K-edge . The X-axis gives the 

thickness of Gd
2

0
2

S (in ngr/cm2 ) c r ossed bv the X-rays . 

The different tll j c kness of TRIMAX screens is also sho\vn . 

The vdlues of absor ption per llnit of thickness according 

to the formu la 

dA 
dX ex;:> ( - ~ xl 

,·,here A is the absorp'tion and X the thickness, a r e 

given on the y - axis . 
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Because of this , the average free path of the photons to 

corne out of the screen is larger if the source is opposite to the 

detector (film or phototube) alid , in this setting , increases 

with the mass absorption coefficient being ther.efore a function 

of the energy of the incid~nt X-rays . 

Because of the high opacity of the phosphors of the screens 

the probability that a light photon comes out of the screen 

depends upon the average free path . A further ~'_ement may 

complicate the issue and this is the use of a re~lecting layer 

on th~ back of the screen . 

To evaluate the importance o f th~ phenomenon we measured 

the light emitted by a screen irradiated with X- rays from the 

"front ll and from the "back " as shown in F 19 . 6 . 

LE A D SH I ELD 

LI GH T PI PE 

~ 
PHOTOCATHODE 

Fig . 6 - Experime ntal arrangement to evaluate t he se lf

- absorption of light inside the screen . Arrows 

represent the direction of X or y radiation fa ll ing 

on the " back " and " front" on the screen . 

) 

) 

) 

) 
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The system developed allows us to exchange the source 

in the tHO positions shown as "back " and II front " without changing 

the light collecting device. 

Since the light collecting efficiency is lower coopared 

to previous arrangement (Fig . 3) I the result have been acjusted 

to those obtained in that setting (back) and are shown in =ig . 8 

lOHest graph . 

Due to the limited amount of data available in the literature 

and to their d i sagreement on the thickness of screens (2 , 7 , 8) 

measures of transmission of screens were carried aut by using a 

NaI spectrometer and three different radioactive sources in a 

very narrow emitting geometry and using a careful l shielding . 

2 
From the t r ansmission data, the thickness (mg/cm ) of the 

screens may be obtained by using the values of the mass absorption 

coefficient for Gd
2

0
2

S as obtained from (4) I-li th the compound 

formula. 

Values so obtained are compared with those in the literature 

in Table I . In Table III t h e reader may fi n d sources and energy 

of X-rays that in this procedure have been 11sed wi tho-...:.t filtering . 

The most. 

the source of 

re l iable data is felt to be that obtained bv using 
241 

Am at 59 , 57 k~V due to the almost inexi~tent 

noise level under the peak . 

The counts on the ful l peak in other spectra have been 

measured with the method of the t r apeze . 
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CHAPTER 3 

DISCUSSION . 

Some comments on the experimental data presented are 

necessary . 

By considering the histogram in Fig. 7 (a+b) describing 

the spectrum of pulses obtained with the T 2 screen , it can be 

noted that , for ener gies below the K- edge , it i s fo r med by a 

single peak whose aver age value (as number of photoelectrons 

every X- rays absorbed) i ncreases a l most l inearly with the energy 

of the absorbed X- ray (see also Fig . 9) . Also the resoluti on , 

defined as full width half maximum (FWHM) , which is another 

relevan t parameter in e valuating the spectroscopica l quality 

of a detector , inc r eas es with energy , while ratio ~E/E , which 

should vary as a function of 1/ IE is not too sensi ti ve to changes 

in energy . 

The overall process of conversion of the X- ray energy into 

e~ission of photoelectrons can not be described by a purely 

poissonian statistic , therefore we have to believe i n the 

existence of some phenomenon in the process t tself not follO\ving 

the statistic of Poisson . 

The phenomena may be related to variations i n t he energy 

conversion of absorbed X- rays into ionization , these variations 

may be due to graininess of Gd
2

0
2

S , to non-homogeneous transformation 

of ionization into light by the luminescence centres of Tb , to the 

variations of light collection by the photocathode. The latter is 

dependent on the probability of a luminescent photon , emitted by 

a given point of the screen, to come out of the screen itself. The 

system photocathode-phototube does not shoH these kind of problems 

as it can be demostrated by the data obtained on the same phototube . 

The same result may also be obtained by substituting the 

specimen of the screen with aNal (TI) crystal running a series 

of spectra with different sources . 
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Fig . 7(a+b) - Pulse height spectra for a T2 Gd
2
0

2
S IS obtai ned 

with different X and y rays from fluorescent targets 

and y-sources , beloH (7a) and above (7b) Gd K-edge . 
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Fig . 7(a+b) - Pulse height spectra for a T2 Gd
2
0

2
S IS obtained 

with different X an d y rays from fluorescent targets 

and y- sources , below (7a) and above (7b) Gd K-edgc . 
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v.lhen examining the spectra obtained with thE' s ...... urce of 
241 

Am I about 60 keV (Fig. 8) , for all the Trimax series , the 

distribution of the pulses appear to be divided .into two 

components : 

1. full energy peak component , 

2 . escape component . 

The 1a tter is due to the energy loss caused by the fluorescent 

X-ray escape cut of the screen. For T
16F 

the t\·l0 components arpf:lr 

to be very well separated because of the better conversion efficiency 

of the screen . 

For T16B the shape of the pulse spectrum has an altered 

ratio bet\veen escape and full peak; this is probably due to the 

reabsorption of fluorescent X-rav as a conseauence of the 

considerable thickness of thi s screen. 

Moreover , 
57 

by using a Co source , the poor spectroscopical 

performance of this screen plus the fluorescent X-ray loss and 

the escape of the high energy photoelectrons out of the screen , 

brings a rather flat spectrum whjch starts from the origin of 

the axis Hithout escape or .lull peaks . 

Data shown on Fig . 9 gives the different conversion 

efficiencies of X-ray energy into light photons. The highest 

efficiency is obtained with T
16B 

screen . 

The peculiar feature of this diagram is the difference 

betHeen efficiency values above and belo\v K-edge i this difference 

is in accordance with theoretical data for the first four 

screens while there is less agreement in the case of T screen. 
16B 

This is confirmed in Fig . 9 where the results obtained 

Hi th the T 16B screen put in the two posi tions indicated in 

Fig . 6 as " back II and " front lt , are reported on the same graph. 

Should the difference be due to phenomena of light absorption" 

inside the sc~een , the result obtain \·,hen irradia ting the 

screen from " front" would be higher versus those obtained when 

irradiating from the tlba ck lt. 

The phenomena of light absorption in the bulk of the 
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T, 

1 166 (Bock) 

100 200 

PH OTOElECTRONS PER X ABSORBED 

spec tra for the 
24 1 

of Am (S'J , 57 

TRIr1AX serpens 

keVJ . 

obtnined 

material constituting the "creen are .shovln on Fig . 9 lov.' e r 

graph , \vhere "fron t " values are alwa y s higher than "back " 

ones . 

Simi lar measurements made for other scree n do not qive 

significant differences ; this is due to their snaller thickness . 

l 
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tve have then ob t ained what we de f ine "absolute s peed 

curves " (ASC) as a func tion of the enerqy o f incident X-ray s , 

whe r e the speed is meant t o represent the number of photons 

emi tted , every incident X-rays (Fig . 10) . This v.'as done by 

using the values o f the mass absorption coeffici e nt as ob t ained 

on the basis of data taken from (4) and from our values of 
2 

screen thickness in mg/em . 

The mathema tical expre ss5 on of the ':absolute s!=>eed curves " 

is : 

S(E) = A(E) x F(E) 

where A (E) is the absorption efficiency , F(E) is the overall 

efficiency of light emi ss i on outside the screen each X- ray 

absorbed as a function of the energy of t he X-ray itself . 

I n these cu rves we may note a peculiar behaviour of T 6 
1 B 

versus all othe r screens ; this is due to its r emarkab ly higher 

thickness and implies an absolute Iliaximum for S (E) abo'Je 

K-edg e . This value is the highest in bo t h cases when irradia +-ec 

from II fl.ont " or "back ". 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

The measures carried out on the physical characteristic 

of X- rays absorption , conversion into light, transmission of 

the light relative to TRIMAX allow us to draw "ASC " for every 

incident X-ray's energy . 

These curves describe the ove r all efficiency of the 

different screens in the rang e of energies of interest . 

The other feature stemmed from our investigation i s the 

emission of fluorescent X-rays of high enerqy (45 keV) when 

the absocbed X-cay has enecgy highec than K-edqe . This effect 

Has overlooked in various early works on the rare-earth IS 

but it has a remarkable importance since it firstly causes a 

loss in the cOllversion efficiency above K- edge and in addition 

is responsible for a seconcar" radiation inside a MSTS . This 

radiation i s numerically rC!T1r3.rkablc (about 80~ of X-rays absorbed 

3hove the K-cdgel ~nd it can be reabsorbed at a Significant 

distance from the place where is generated , this causing a poorer 

image qua li ty . 
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TABLE I 

THICI(NESS OF TRIMAX IS (m~/sqcm) 

T2 T4 T8 T16F T16'3 

21.5 25.5 45.7 59.0 120.0 

25.3 30.1 56.G 51,3 

52.5 

TABL E II 

FLUORESCENT X·RAY TARGETS AND M C'AI'I: !( X·RAY EFFECTIVE Er,ERGY 

TARGET 

Gerlllanium 
\l'o !yt)('enum 
Indium 
Barium 
Gado linium 
Tanta lum 

TAB'-E II I 

1< X·RAY E'IERGY " <eV ~ 

9.5 
'7.74 
24.G~ 

32.75 
t~3 .7tr 

58 .'~ 3 

GAMMA RAY SOURCES, FILTE R:I\:G 1:, P.C''-:::VAl\' T GAV'.'V'A RAY EI\:="GY 

SOURCE 

Am:!4J 

Ba 133 

Co 57 

GAM'v1A RAY E'I E.%Y lkeV } 

59.57 
8'J .IJ'J 

124. :) ') 

A ' 
A ' In 

A' 

• 

L 
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